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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
EFFECTS OF COMBINA'rIONS OF ASPECT RATIO AND 
SWEEPBACK AT HIGH SUBSONIC MACH NUMBERS 
By Alfred A. Adler 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been conducted in t he Langley 24-incn 
high-speed tunnel to determine the effects of sweepback and low 
aspect rat io on the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing at high 
subsonic Mach numbers . Tests were conducted on a 2-inch-chord 
airfoil of NACA 65-110 seGtion normal to the leading edge at 
aspect rat ios of 2, 3, and 5 and sweepback angles of 00, 300, 
and 45°. Section characteristics were also determined. Mach 
numbers ranged from 0.40 up to choking, which varied from 0.870 
to above 0.960. 
It was found that sweepback and low aspect ratio each tend 
to both delay and l essen the effects of compressibility. When in 
combination, the effects are cumulative but less than additive. 
The larger the amount of either variable used in a combination the 
less will be the effect of the other variable, and, therefore, the 
greater will be the departure from an addHi ve effect . 
INTRODUCTION 
The marked increase in drag and erratic stability changes 
which take place as the critical Mach number is exceeded have 
been a serious obstacle to transonic flight for qui t .e same time. 
As has been shown previously i n reference 1, the use of low aspect 
ratios leads to the alleviation of these adverse effects. A simple 
theory for the i nfinitely long sweptback wing (reference 2) predicts 
that only the component of flow perpendic~lar to the leading edge 
has significance. The critical Mach number will therefore rise 
inversely as the cosine of the angle of sweepback. Experimental 
investigations have been conducted which verify this theory 
(reference 3). To obtain data at high subsonic speeds showing 
the combined effect of aspect ratio and sweepback, tests were 
conducted in the Langley 24-inch htgh-speed tUIDlel on a 2-inch-chord 
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2 CONFIDENl'IAt NACA RM No. L7C24 
airfoil of NACA 6~110section ' norma'l to t he leading edge. The 
investigation included tests of wings at aspect ratios of 2, 3, 
and 5, and sweepback angles of' Oo~ 30°, and 45°, and also a deter-
mination of .section characteristics. Mach numbers ranged from 








wing chord, measured perpendicular to leading edge 
wing span, measured perpendicular t o free stream 
wing area 
aspect . ratio (b2/S ) 
angl e of sweepbasl<: , de03:r'ees 
fre e- stream Mach number 
wing lift coeffic i ent 
vTing drag coeffic t ent 
. wing pitching-moment coeff icient about 'wing root quarter 
.chord 
angle' of 'attack, degrees ; measured in plane of undisturbed 
flow 
APPARNl'US AND TESTS 
The Langley 24-inch high~peed tunnel in which these tests 
were run (reference 4) "i;:) .a nonreturn, induction- type ,tunnel with 
the induction nozzle placed downstream from the test section. 
Previous to these tests' .the · tunnel was modified by the insta'lla-
tion of flats whi ch r:educe the test section width from 2'4 iTlChes 
to 18 inches. ' . 
Tests were conducted on a 2-inch-chord airfoil of NACA65-1l0 
section normal to the l~a~ing ' edge at aspect ratios of 2~' 3, and 5 
and sweepback angles ' of 0° , 300, and 45°, Sectioncharacteristic6 
were also determined. The infinite aspect ratio tests were made 
with the model completely spanning the t unnel at zero sve'epback . 
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NACA RM No. L7C24 CONFIDENTIAL 3 
The finite aspect ratjo, zero sweepback models were obtained by 
successively cutting of! the model tips parallel to the free 
stream. (See figs . l(a) and l(c).) For the sweptbock. teats 
the model was rotated rearward around the root section quarter 
chord and the tips were cut off parallel to the free-stream 
flo.". (See fig. l(b) . ) In all configurations tested the model 
passed thl'ough end plates flush mounted in the flat walls of the 
test section. These end plates had holeD i n them the same shape 
as the aj_rfoil but slightly l arger to permit clearance . Tvro 
semispan models were used in order to double the magnitude of 
the forces thus reducing the scatter in the data by approximately 
one- half . 
Lift, drag, and pitchlng moment vlere meaour ed over and angle-
of -attack range of _2 0 to 60 at aspect ratios of 2, 3, and 5 and 
sweepback angles of 00 , 30 ~ , and 450 . Sect jon characteristics 
were obtained over the B2Jne angle-: -attack range. The Mach 
munber- range extended f rom 0.4 to 0.96, corresponding to Reynolds 
numbers of 5.3 x 105 to 7.6 x 105 
PRECISIO}J 
Small errors in t"le data result from inaccuracies in the 
calibration of the babnce and the static-pressure orifices and 
f.com limitations on the maximum sensitivjty of the balance. Since 
the absolute inaccuracies of the balan_,e are fj_xed, the errors 
become larger as the aspect ratio, Bweepback, or Mach number 
decreases. At a ,Mach number of 0.50, an aspect ratio of 2, and 
zero sweepl.)ac]c which is the configuration giving least accuracy, 
the errors in coefficient are of the follm in€:, o-rder : 
CL = ±0 . oo8 
CD '= .:to .0010 
= j:O.010 
Tlmnel--1-Tall static-pressure surveys, mnde for representative con-
f igur ations from 80 percent chord ahead of the leadi ng edge to 
155 percent chord -behin tle trailing edge, shOl'red static-pressure 
gradients in all caDes less than 2 percent up to the choked 
condition. For this reason it is f01t thnt sll data up to but 
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1~ CONFIDENTIAL NACA RM No. L7C24 
free-stream data. The end poj.nts of the curves shown .Ln fi gures 3 
and 4 indicate the choked Mach numbers for all config1.ITations tested. 
At an aspect r atio of 5 and zero sweepback, tests duplicated with 
only one model in the tunnel showed excellent agreement on all 
forces . 
The type of end-plate arrangement previously discussed was 
used for all configUJ."ations in the test program, the gap be ing 
varied in direct proportion to the area of the mode l tested. 
Since this resulted in leakage errors whtch were of the same 
relative magnitude for all configurations tested, no corrections 
,{ere appl ied . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data are ShOlffi j.n f igures 2 to 6. Figure 2 shows wing 
lift coefficient plotted against angle of attack for various angles 
of sweepback, Mach numbers, and aspect ratios. Fj.gure 3 shows 
lift coefficient plotted agai nst Mach nwmber for all aspect ratios 
and angles of sweepback, start ing with a 101.,r-speed va lue of 0 . 20 
for all configurations and holdi ng the respect i ve angles of attack 
constant as the Mach number was lncreased , The usual initial rise 
i n lift-curve slope with increasing Mach number is evident in all 
of the curves. As the Mach number is increased further, the lift 
in general r eaches a pea and the force break occW'S. The force 
break Mach number increases, and the magnitude of the initial rise , 
the height of the peak, and the rate of loss of lift beyond the peak 
all become less as the angle of slofeepback is increased or the aspect 
ratio is reduced. For example, the l ift at an aspect ratio of 5 
and zero sweepback rises with Mach number up to 0.80 and then breaks 
sharply downward until at a Mach number of 0 .925 it has fallen well 
below the low-speed value . When the same aspect ratio is used at 
300 of sweepback, the lift does not rise as rapidly and does not 
attain as high a peak, but at a Mach number of 0. 925 is still better 
than at low speed. As an extreme case, consider the lift coefficients 
at an aspect ratio of 2 or 3 and )+50 of sweepback wh1ch rise very 
slowly with Mach ntunber up to a M ch number of above 0.925. Thus, 
within the range of this investigation, use of sweepback or low aspect 
ratio tend to both delay and reduce the effects of compressibility . 
\<!hen i n combination, the effects of sweepback and lovT aspect ratio 
are cumulative but less than additive. The larger the amount of 
either variable used i n a combination, the less will be the effect of 
the other variable and, therefore, the greater will be the departure 
from an addHive effect. 
Figure 4 shows dra g coefficient at zero degrees angle of attack 
plotted against Mach number for various angles of sweepback and 
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aspect ratios. An effect similar to that for the lift character-
istics is noted here, namel y , that the use of sweepback or lm'l 
aspect r atio tellds to delay the effects of ccmpressiblli ty. As 
the sweepback illcreases and the aspect r at io decreases the drag 
r ise is delayed to a higher Mach number and occurs l ess abruptly. 
When s'i,.,eepback and low aspect r a tio are comb:ined, their effects 
become cumulative but l ess than addit ive . The larger the amount 
of either variable used in a combination, the ' greater will be the 
depart ure from, an additive effect . Comparing the three parts of 
figure 4 shows this l ater effect ~rkedly . As t he aspect r a tio 
decreases the changes in drag coeffic jent at high Mach numbers 
due to chr-\Uges in s'Weep'back becoLle l ess and; simil arly, as the 
sweepback increases, changes i n drag coeffic ient due to changes 
in a spect rat.io become l ess . Decreaslng the aspect r atio at 
constant sweepback tellds to increase the low-speed drag coefficient 
due to both the i ncrease in l nduced drag and also because the ratio 
of t ip drag to total drag increases with desreasing aspect r a t io . 
However , sweeping the ''l ing back at constant aspect ratio t ends to 
decrease the low-speed drag coefficient slightly. 
The lift and drag data have been plotted together in the form 
of polars in f igure 5. Examination of these curves indicates that 
the sante conclusions con be dr a'im at all values of lift coeffiCient 
as have been d:cavm i n the preceding discussion. 
The pitching-moment coe~ficient about the r oot section quarter 
chord is shown in figu.re 6 as a functi.on of lift coefficient for 
various Mach numbers, angles of sweepback, a d aspect r atios . The 
negative pitching-moment coefficient of the infinite aspect ratio. 
wing and unswept wing of aspect ratio eq~al to 5 increases slightly 
'iTi th i ncreasing Mach number. Hovever, compressibility seems to have 
li t t le effect 0.1 the svrept-back or l ower-aspect--ratio wings. As 
tbe wing is sv!ept beck, the negative pitching mcment increases 
marked.ly) as ho\\rrl. in figure 6. Thi s rear'vard shift of t he center 
of pr essure is what would be expected from a coneid.eration of the 
geometry of the various configurations. Changes in aspec t ratio 
do not gr eatly affect the pitching-·moment coefficient at zero sweep , 
but in the case of a sweptback 'vin~, l owering the aspect r atio 
r educes the r earvTard shift of the center of pressu~ce and ther efore 
causes a decrease in the negative pitching-moment coeffi cient about 
the root section. 
The lift and drag data already shmYU wonl d seem to t ndicate 
that sweepback is more effective then low aspect r atio in r educing 
the effects of compressibility . It should be remembered, however , 
that these data are for s i milar wings of constant thickness-to-chord 
r atio and are therefore not representative of a design problem 
involving cho1ce of wing plan form f or a given airplane . In a given 
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design problem, the thickness-to-chord r atio of the wjng section 
may be varied and, therefore , use of l oV! aspect rat io will generally 
permit the use of a thinner secti0l1, thus dissipati ng , to a larger 
extent, the apparent sl.1.periori ty of s"Teepback over low aspect ratio 
shown by these data. Cons ider , for example, tiVO wings having the 
same willg loadlng aud ope:cating at the same Mach number , one with 
an aspect ratio of 5 and 300 of sweepback, the other with an aspect 
ratio of 2 and 0° siveepback . Due to the smaller span, the greater 
cho:cd for equal areas , and the absence of hi£;h negative pHching 
moment s about the root section, the thickness-to-chord r atio of . 
the low-aspect-ratio wing could be an estimated 60 to 70 percent 
lower than that of the sweptuack wing . The critical Mach number 
of such a .,ing would therefore be r aised to a considerably higher 
value . This point should be carefully consle.ered in the choice 
of a sult ab l e wing plan form for high subsoni c Mach numbers. 
CONCLUDIr G REMARLT.CS 
An investigation of wings with various combinations of aspect 
ratio and sweepback at hi gh subsonic Mach nmnbers has shown thfit 
swee:pback and 1mI' aspec t r atto each t end to both delay and lessen 
the effects of compressibility . Further, that when in combination, 
the effects of sYTeepback and 1m, aspect r atio tend to be cumulative 
but less than addittve . The larger the amount of either variable 
used in a combination, the less \"ill be the effect of the other 
variable and , therefore, the greater will be the departure from an 
additive effect. 
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Over-all view with access door removed showing model 
installation. A = 5; A = 00 • 















































Close-up showing interior of test section with model in 
place. A = 3; A= 3)0. 
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